Prince William Public Library System
2019-2023 Strategic Plan

Vision
We are the hub connecting people to the transforming power of information.

Mission
Prince William Public Library System (PWPLS) brings people, information, and ideas together to enrich lives and build community in a welcoming, inclusive environment.

Strategic Goals

Future-Ready, Easily Accessible Technology
PWPLS will provide access to state of the art technology (following industry best practices) to address both internal and external customer expectations.

Community Building
PWPLS will expand activities to connect communities and schools to library resources.

Approachable, Adaptive Experts
PWPLS will strengthen and broaden staff development and competencies to provide excellent user experiences.

Versatile, Inviting Spaces
PWPLS will enhance the mix of multi-functional, inviting spaces to create attractive, modern community destinations.

Community-Responsive Enrichment
PWPLS will provide programming that grows the system's user base and reflects our evolving community.

Lifelong Learning
PWPLS will reach more adult users by providing more lifelong learning and workforce development opportunities.

Physical & Virtual Media Collections
PWPLS will develop 24/7 access to robust collections in all available media that respond to public interest and demand.

The Five Year Strategic Plan was approved by the Library Board October 25, 2018.